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Social Style House is a full service social media marketing, content and branding agency.
 

We serve businesses that want to elevate their visual content, branding, social media
and digital marketing in order to find, connect and convert audiences into followers,

clients and customers.
 

We offer end-to-end services on strategic, transformational digital journeys. This broad
perspective allows us to amplify our clients’ reach, relationships, and revenue, delivering

faster results and a measurable impact.



Instagram audience development and

visual brand strategy

Grow a large following of targeted,

relevant potential customer and clients

Drive traffic from social media platforms to

online store 

All posts optimized for conversion  

Scheduled posting for optimal

engagement

Analytics and optimizations
Social media campaigns, contests and
giveaways
Blogger/Influencer outreach and
collaborations
Community management and engagement 
Targeted digital ad campaigns 
Content creation 
Copywriting 

Social Media Management + Growth
Social Style House is your dedicated social media management team with a specialty in luxury fashion and lifestyle

brands. We help brands to grow and manage their social media with a focus on converting followers into customers

and increasing brand awareness. We have a track record of successfully managing all aspects of a social media

strategy as well as growing large communities of engaged followers and fans. 

Above all, we are an innovative, forward-thinking, trendsetting group of tastemakers.  

WHAT WE DO



Menchie's 

Frozen Yogurt

International frozen yogurt chain

Grew Instagram engagement and

brand awareness 2x after taking over

account. 

Oversaw growth of 6,000+ followers

in 1 year. 



Salt & Lace Intimates

Lingerie ecommerce brand

Produced and curated content for

maximum exposure and

engagement

Grew the account 10,000 followers

in 90 days



KadeeFit

Fitness professional

Developed Instagram branding and

growth strategy

Grew the account from 11k-14k in 90

days



Crafted Taste

Cocktail Kit Subscription Company

Collaborated with Influencers

Developed Instagram branding and

growth strategy

Produced and curated content for

maximum exposure and

engagement

Grew profile engagement 2x month

over month



Eye of Love

Ecommerce Perfume company 

Collaborated with Influencers

Developed Instagram branding and

growth strategy

Grew following 10% month over month



Elle Cole Interiors

Interior designer

Developed Instagram branding and

growth strategy

Grew reach, engagement and followers

~ 20% in 90 days. 



Jenna Blake Jewelry

High-end custom designer

jewelry

Developed Instagram branding

and growth strategy

Produced and curated content

for maximum exposure and

engagement

Grew followers 20% in 90 days.



Recipes That Really Work

Food Blog

Grew account 0-18,000+

followers in 90 days 



Watch Edit

Ecommerce Watch Company

Collaborated with Influencers

Developed Instagram branding and

growth strategy

Produced and curated content for

maximum exposure and

engagement

Grew account 4x in 90 days. 



Fashion and lifestyle photography
Beautiful, branded flat lay images
Video content for all media
E-Commerce and product photography
Advanced photo and video editing
Professional photography equipment
Relationships with studios and modeling agencies
Blog writing for SEO and content marketing
Social media post design

Content Creation
Forget all your content worries and let us take the reigns. We have an entire team of photographers,

designers, writers, and creatives who are eager to make your brand come to life.

WHAT WE DO



















Course  branding

Story-boarding and script writing 

Video production & editing

Website design + development 

Course platform setup 

Prelaunch and Post launch marketing strategy

Ongoing course management and maintenance

Online Courses
We help entrepreneurs  storyboarded, produce, package and market unique, high quality online courses.

WHAT WE DO



Forma Pilates Online

Negotiated contracts for talent

Filmed, Built and branded platform in under 1

month. 

Grew email list to over 5,000 subs before

launch

Did over 500 subscribers on first day totaling

$30,000 in monthly recurring revenue

4 months later now over 1,000+ subscribers

($50,000 MRR). 



Stephen Garrison's 

Better Color Better Business

Approached by popular LA celebrity hairstylist

Storyboarded, produced and marketed his

online class

Collected over 5,000 high-quality leads & email

addresses prior to launch

Sold $17k on launch day



Wealthy Woman Lawyer

Online coach

Built and designed funnel and online course.

Tripled the size of  Instagram following,

Helped generate more than $100,000 of

additional revenue. 



Gunnar Peterson App

Approached by legend fitness trainer

Filmed and built online app

Collected over 3,000 high-quality

leads & email addresses prior to launch

Sold $20k on launch



Develop a clear and highly-effective ad strategy for your business

Hyper-target your exact demographic

Track and store audience data for retargeting

Professionally designed creative for each marketing objective 

Account monitoring and monthly reporting.

Identify low-performing ads and optimize for best results

Paid Advertising
Use Google, Facebook and TIKTOK customer data to your advantage. Find new audiences with a
bigger reach for a fraction of the cost of traditional advertising.  Say hello to leads, customers, and

clients. 

WHAT WE DO



Anticipating their brand new 29,000 square-foot gym remodel in the heart

of beautiful Santa Monica, TriFit LA was looking revamp their entire digital

presence to reach and engage new people looking for a local gym. How do

we get more people in the door and buying memberships? How do we use

an amazing email list to build a proper sales funnel through social media

ads and email marketing? How do we leverage high-quality content to tell

our story and spread brand awareness through social media and increase

our following?

Tri-Fit

By building and implementing an engaging sales funnel using Facebook and

Instagram advertising, Social Style House was able to generate 155 new

members after 4 months.

THE OUTCOME

LUXURY GYM IN LOS ANGELES



Heir Atelier

Heir Atelier came to Social Style House to help increase traffic

and sales of their online store through paid advertising. They

needed an advertising strategy to communicate to makeup artists

and daily makeup users the necessity and benefits of applying

Heir Atelier primer as the first step in their makeup routine.

Knowing the importance that testimonials and reviews have on a buyer's

impression of the brand, SSH targeted and incentivized past buyers to create

short video testimonials and product demonstrations, i.e. before and after

sequences. SSH was able to collect hundreds of video testimonials from

enthusiastic women and artists using the product. 

SSH launched a variety of hyper-targeted ads on Facebook and Instagram of

everyday women reaffirming the benefits and usage of the product.

THE OUTCOME

LUXURY SKINCARE BRAND



Medipharma Cosmetics has been a powerhouse skincare company for

over 40 years with a foothold in the German skincare market. Looking

to venture into the US market, they approached Social Style House to

rebrand them for the influencer age. Not only that, they needed

original content, a beautiful engaging social media, and a killer social

media marketing campaign to kickstart sales on Amazon. 

SSH built Medipharma Cosmetics USA from the ground up. After producing

amazing original content for the product line, SSH launched a variety of

hyper-targeted ads on Facebook and Instagram to reach and convert

customers. 

Medipharma Cosmetics received a ~4x Return on Ad Spend in the first month

on the initial campaign, allowing us to scale to increase ROI.

Medipharma Cosmetics USA

THE OUTCOME

GERMAN SKINCARE BRAND BREAKING INTO US MARKET



ENVSN partnered with Clinique to create an ambassador program.

ENVSN ambassadors were college students looking for the

opportunity to learn about beauty, fashion, and entertainment through

the perspective of sales, marketing, and/or graphic design. ENVSN

came to Social Style House, seeking help with running Facebook ads

to promote this sponsored opportunity.

We were inspired by ENVSN’s empowering mission, so we jumped straight to

work. We spent $2k on Facebook ads and received 800 applications, which

completely surpassed client expectations. ENVSN’s ambassador program was

a huge success. 

Clinique x ENVSN

THE OUTCOME

FINDING GREAT TALENT WITH ADS



LA Smile Specialist was a new cosmetic dentist practice in Los

Angeles looking to generate more patients for their smile makeover

program. With virtually no digital presence, they reached out to Social

Style House to setup targeted ad campaigns for people in Los

Angeles.

Social Style House built a high-converting Facebook and Instagram

advertising funnel to get people in the door. The results we great. With

over 300 high-quality leads in the first 3 months, we helped LA Smile

Specialists drastically increase their patients helping them generate more

revenue for their practice.

LA Smile Specialists

THE OUTCOME

HUNDREDS OF NEW HIGH-VALUE  DENTAL PATIENTS



Blushtan

THE OUTCOME

SUNLESS TANNING SALON

Blushtan reached out to Social Style House to 

generate customers to their flagship sunless

tanning salons in the Boston area. They also

wanted to reach female entrepreneurs to

recruit as franchisees.  

By building and implementing an engaging

sales funnel using Facebook and Instagram

advertising, Social Style House was able to

generate 330 customer opportunities within the

first month, and onbaord 10 new franchisees. 



Rajeunir Black Caviar

Rajeunir came to us in the weeks leading up to the opening of 

their beautiful retail location in the Baybrook Mall to drive 

interested customers and in-store conversions.  They also looked 

to better connect with their sophisticated skin care clientele 

through social, creating a positive brand image in North America 

and increasing trackable online sales. 

SSH launched a variety of hyper-targeted ads on Facebook and 

Instagram in the weeks leading up to the grand opening. By leveraging 

previous customer data, engaging content, audience building and a 

variety of remarketing strategies, the floodgates opened beyond the 

client's expectations. We received 12% increase in Page Likes, 10k ad 

impressions/engagements, and 5% increase in customer conversions.  

THE OUTCOME

D-2-C ECOMMERCE SKINCARE BRAND



Menu Homes

Menu Homes came to us to give them a new elevated

digital presence to garner interest and sell Accessory

Dwelling Units. They needed a high-converting landing

page and a high-converting digital marketing funnel to

get people signing up to learn more.

SELLING BACKYARD HOMES 

Social Style House built a high-converting Facebook

and Instagram advertising funnel to get people

interested in . The results we great. With around 200

high-quality leads in the first month, we helped Menu

Homes kickstart and maintain their potential new

customer pipeline helping them generate revenue for

their practice.

THE OUTCOME



Youtime Online

YouTime.Online is a brand new online therapy business, based

in the UK. With the slogan “here to listen, here to help, in your

time,” YouTime began offering easy-to-book online therapy

sessions to help customers cope with stress, anxiety, grief, and

loneliness. They came to Social Style House to generate new

therapy clients using social media advertising.

OONLINE THERAPY

To compete with larger online therapy companies like Better

Help, Social Style House created a marketing funnel based

around an introductory offer, advertising a free therapy session

to attract prospective clients. In the first four months of

advertising, our team generated over 2,000 leads to Youtime,

resulting in a massive boost in booked and ongoing clientele.

THE OUTCOME



Crafted Taste

THE OUTCOME

COCKTAIL BOX SUBSCRIPTION

Crafted Taste came to us to grow sales and

subscriptions of their carefully crafted and curated

cocktail boxes. They needed to find their target

demographic, increase their brand awareness, compete

with the other cocktail subscription services and find

messaging that would resonate to see an increase in

sales. 

Through a variety of testing content, messaging and

audiences, Social Style House was able to grow their

monthly revenue by 309% through utilizing facebook's

targeting tools speaking to employees of major companies to

use as gifts for clients. We were able to scale their ads to

acquire customers at a lower cost than ever before. 



Website and blog design + development

E-commerce store setup

Membership or digital course platform setup

Copywriting

Email newsletter setup and design 

Setup for domain, hosting, security, and plugins

Ongoing website maintenance

Website Design & Development
Our design team is passionate about creating clean and responsive websites for any business in any

industry. No matter the scale, we make sure your content looks fantastic on every device and every screen
size. 

WHAT WE DO





















What Our Clients Have to Say



I’ve been working with Social Style House for about 8 months now. I hired them (from an Instagram
ad) to handle my Instagram account, Facebook and Instagram ads, and as support for my online
launches. 

Jake could not be more accommodating in their efforts to get the voice and brand of my business
dialed in to my satisfaction. 

His ads have tripled the size of my Instagram following, and helped me generate more than six
figures of additional revenue. 

Highly recommend!

DAVINA FREDERICK, ESQ., WEALTHY WOMAN LAWYER, LLC.



Working with Social Style House to get my website and social media pages revamped has been an
absolute delight. 

After visiting their website and easily selecting the services I needed, I reached out and received
communication almost immediately. From there, we had a discussion, and the information and
pictures I wanted to be included were provided. 

The final website was exactly what I was looking for and the daily social media posts. I received more
followers and interactions on social media based on the great posts/information provided. 

I would definitely recommend their services to anyone who needs a new or revamped website and
their social media pages managed with relevant information that helps grow your business.

ANNIKA T. – DEFINED INTERIOR SPACES, LLC



Jake and his team are the best! 

Our site has never looked better, plus he helped us get some real traction through our social and
google campaigns. Not to mention that he’s incredibly responsive, accommodating and available for
last minute meetings. 

We would highly recommend Jake and Social Style House for any DTC e-commerce business looking
for website design, social media content and/or Google marketing.

CRISTINA B. - RENEU EARTH



I could not be happier with the final version of our website! I partnered with Jake throughout the
entire process, and he was incredibly communicative, responsive and open to any and all
suggestions. He was able to take my ideas and transform them into a reality. There was no detail too
small for him to thoughtfully execute. No request was too difficult or annoying! I have high attention to
detail, and Jake was always open to making edits and changes to the layout, etc. 

He is so talented, and I am thrilled with the outcome. Jake has stayed on to help with edits, SEO, and
hosting now that the website is launched. He is incredibly responsive to any updates or issues. He
completes requests in 24hours or less. This gives me such peace of mind as the website is one of the
main sources of communication to our clients. If you are hoping for someone to partner with you in
the creation, execution, and care of your website, Jake is your guy!

ABBY CUSHMAN, VEGA VITALITY MED SPA



“I could not be happier-You captured the brand perfectly!... I am just so impressed with how you
capture exactly what I am trying to express!

I especially love the mentions of self care, self compassion as well as for others and the
informative yet beautiful product/ingredient graphics! Really awesome, thank you!!!”

CARA, PIG & FLOWER



“It feels amazing to find a company that truly understands your brand and vision. Social Style
House is hardworking, professional, and fabulous at what they do! ”

JACQUI, EYE OF LOVE



I reached out to Social Style House when I realized I had too much to do everyday to try and tackle the
marketing myself and needed to hire professionals. Jake and the team have been amazing. 

They are incredibly helpful and communicative and full of creative strategies to increase awareness and
sales for our brand. They are available to chat and walk me through our strategy and answer any
questions 24/7 which I truly appreciate. 

Social Style House has built us a beautiful website that user friendly, professional and functional, taken
on-brand photos, grown and engaged our audience on instagram, and created digital ad campaigns and
targeted relevant audiences to drive traffic to our website, in addition to explaining things and
collaborating on ideas each step of the way.

Thanks guys! Vive would not be where it is today without you!

VIVE SNACKS



The Social Style House team spent some time before engaging with us to really understand our local
competition and what we needed to do to get the competitive edge. They spent a lot of time
understanding our business model, target demographic, and end goal. 

They was able to pinpoint our audience and create an attractive offer people would take to. Honestly,
their strategy worked better than we thought it would. They created a high converting Facebook
advertising campaign and funnel and brought in over 155 leads within the first 4 months. 

We had so many leads, it was hard to handle, so they also created a follow up system to get them
through the door. Leads are great, but you’ve got to know what to do with them! SSH has made a huge
impact in our business, especially in the slow months. If you are on the fence about whether to invest in
Social Style House taking over your lead generation, it is well worth it. We highly recommend.

GINA BASKI, CO-OWNER TRIFIT CLUB & STUDIOS



We would not be off the ground it wasn't for the exceptional and talented team at Social Style
House.

From our first conversation, they understood the vision we wanted for our website and social
pages and deployed in an efficient, effective and creative manner.

I highly recommend using the team to build your site, create a logo and manage your social
media.  Creative and Productive is how we like to describe ourselves at fabu, and that is how I
would describe Social Style House as well.

FABU  EVENTS



As an entrepreneur I need to have a team behind me that cares about my product as much as I
do.  I have always been extremely cautious about hiring, yet I've still gone through several
agencies.  With other agencies I felt like another cog in their wheel, and they both fell flat on
execution.  It is hard to find an agency with real-world success stories, or an agency that retains its
customers.

SSH has the winning formula. They bring energy, strategy, style and execution.  They want to see
success as much as I do.  They cater marketing efforts to my brand and my customers and don't
have a one-strategy-for-all mentality.  It's little nuances that make all the difference in the world. 
I've spent 20+ years in ecommerce and know a good team, I have complete confidence in their
ability, and am grateful to have found SSH.

THE ORIGINAL STRETCHLACE



Jake and his team go above-and-beyond to really help me with my marketing needs. I don't think

i could have found this relationship with anybody else. I really feel like they are part of my team.

They're constantly giving me input on how to make things better and they are extremely

accessible...Through his work we have increased our followers, increased our conversions, and

increased our sales.

CRAFTED TASTE COCKTAILS



I began my journey with Social Style House 18 months ago as I launched my new career in real estate. I wasn’t sure of what I

might need for IG, and I was a bit foggy on how to put all the elements together for the ideal brand identity. I just knew that I

wanted to make an educated and elegant statement within the highly competitive LA market. With our first meeting I could see

that Social Style House had a broad menu of strategies to increase my brand’s awareness and grow my business.

The team at Social Style House has advised and managed every aspect of my brand and has been an integral part of my

success. Not only have they taken my IG account from just 300 to more than 35k followers they have also:

- managed video production and photo shoots

- guided both the development and placement of ads on FB and IG

- Generated tons of leads for prospective buyers- handled the design and content for the blog on       my website

- increased the brand awareness for my real estate business in Los Angeles and around the world.

Social Style House has embraced every project for my business with great energy and enthusiasm. They produce high quality

work and are true professionals. I look forward to working with them for many years.

DENA BURTON HOMES



I reached out to Social Style House because I've heard of their reputation and heard how they've helped

other real estate entrepreneurs grow their business just like how they're growing mine. My followers

have increased 50% since we started a month ago, and they know how to target the right demographic

with their digital ad campaigns. They organized an entire video shoot to rebrand my business and all I

can say is thank you thank you thank you.

If you're looking or considering hiring someone to manage your social media and grow your business,

you can't go wrong with the team at Social Style House.

They come highly recommended!

HOFFMAN GROUP REALTY



“The last few months hit my business hard and I took a chance on the Social Style House

team to bring me more business via social media. They overdelivered. My followers and

engagement doubled and I was booked up. I went from 3k to 6k to now almost 10k. The

proof is there! Hire them!”

DORIS DWEK EVENTS



P L E A S E  R E A C H  O U T  W I T H  A N Y  Q U E S T I O N S  T O  H E L L O @ S O C I A L S T Y L E H O U S E . C O M

W e  w o u l d  l o v e  t h e  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  m e e t  w i t h  y o u r  t e a m  t o  d i s c u s s  t a k i n g
y o u r  s o c i a l  m e d i a  t o  t h e  n e x t  l e v e l .

Let's Build Something Together


